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Abstract
Address trace compression represents that the address data,
which were generated from instruction fetch stage of
microprocessor, can be retrieved for later observation and
analysis. In h s paper, we present how to design and
implement this real-time address trace compressor
(RTATC), whch can be used to collect the address trace
information of FPGA Prototyping system based on
embedded microprocessors. Address trace compressor is
able to monitor address bus of microprocessor, and to get
operation workload under the analysis of profiling software.
Address trace compressor is also allowed to perform
accurate, successive trace collection in an unlimited length
and can be used in different embedded microprocessors. At
last, by the help of FPGA, this silicon intelligent property
can own the abundant reconfigurable parameters, the
removable modules and the reusable ability.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1999, Motorola Corporation and a number of chief
electronic factories established IEEE-ISTO Nexus 5001
Forum [I] lo draw up the related standards of dynamic
debugging. The s*called dynamic debugging means not
slopping the clock pulses to microprocessor and providing
system developer with a well observation into the internal
statuses of system-on-chip. However, this standard is faced
plenty of difficult design challenges. A primary one of
these objectives is how to catch up the operation statuses
with kept the original internal architecture of chip nonintrusively and not made the operation speed of
microprocessor descended.
For supporting dynamic debugging, we need to
develop the address trace compression techruque. Address
trace compression represents that the address data, which
were generated from instruction fetch stage of
microprocessor, can be retrieved for later obsemation and
analysis. Because the address information generated from
the instruction fetched cycle can represent the execution
records of computer program, it not only can provide the
system developer with thc references of debugging program,
but also be able to offer the analysis of computer

architecture. For achieving the real-time requirement, the
operation clock of microprocessor cannot be halted when
running address trace. Hence, the address compression
technique will play an important role in determining
whether the address trace is successful.
The reason why the address information needs to be
compressed is because the operation speed of
microprocessor is very fast; it will generate a huge amount
of address trace information. o\*mg to the massive data to
be generated, the capacity of storage media must be large
enough so as to store the longer execution records of
program. In addition, the intemal data transfer rate of
storage systems also must be large enough in order to
transfer these massive data. Hence, we may require
widening the number of pin counts or extending the
transmission cycles for the purpose of completing the
transmission of a large number of data. Nevertheless, for
integrated circuit, the pin counts are very expensive
resource. Therefore, confronted the above difficult issues,
we have to investigate how to fiter the unwanted address
information via the properties of computer architecture to
perform an effective compression to let the system reach
the objective of saving the transmission bandwidth and
reducing the storage space of memory. Ibis is a vety
important motivation to our research.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows Section
2 provides the overview of address tracing technique and
lossless data compression. Section 3 describes the principle
and architecture of real-time address trace compressor
(RTATC). Section 4 discusses its reconfgurable ability.
Section 5 provides the verification strategy to
reconfgurable ability Section 6 shows experiment and
results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with a
discussion on future work.

2. Related Work

Due to the address tracing techmque been a very
important research in computer architecture related field,
the adjustments of various system architectures must reply
on this analysis of the address tracing information. Hence,
there are a great many of approaches to discuss this
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technique in the past. In the following, we will take
arrangements to the past address tracing research.
The address trace technique has been developed for
many years. As shown in figure I , t h s taxonomy of address
tracing techmque was expanded from Craig [2].It mainly
can divide the address trace technique into two parts that
are software trace technique [3][4][5][6]and hardware trace
technique, respectively. Using software technique, its
advantage is easy to design, but it will encounter the
problem of time dilation so that it cannot match the realtime requirement. The so-called time dilation means that
the overall execution time of Original program is exceeding
because the execution records of runnmg program will he
saved into the storage systems and this extra action will
cause the overall execution time been expended. If using
hardware microcode technique [7][8],the target machine
must support this microcode architecture but embedded
trace unit doesn’t have this constraint. Accordingly, we will
adopt the hardware tecbmque of embedded trace unit [9]
here to design our real-time trace compressor.
Address trace technique based upon the hardware
implementation is to provide system-on-chip (SoC) with a
well obsemation of intemal bus. Seeing that current
operation speed of microprocessor is becoming faster and
faster but the address compression capability is not
promoted obviously, so we will discuss whether there is
any address trace technique been able to refme it. Besides,
we hope that this can provide SoC developer with an
advanced debugging tool.

that was used in the design of cache memoy. As locality
principle [lo] proposed, the execution of common
computer program will include two kinds of localities that
are temporal locality and spatial locality, respectively. The
temporal locality denotes that if data items were fetched by
program right now, the other ones near these data items will
he fetched soon. Before discussion, we fust defme what
“Run Block is. Dunng execution of program, there are
some small code segments that were often executed
repeatedly. These small code segments usually have
continuous property that their address value is increased by
offset. These code segments are called run block or basic
block. A common program is usually composed of many
various run blocks. Each oblique line shown in figure 2 is
namely run block.
The characteristic of run block was beneficial for
dealing with compression. As shown in figure 2, it is a
simplified model that is a program running for 26 time units.
While program is running from 13 to 15 in lime unit, the
address from 18 to 22 will be successively fetched by
increment value. This situation comes from the property of
spatial locality. S i c e these continuous fetched addresses
were increased by a constant value, the trace compressor
only records the discontinuous parts so as to reach the
objective of address trace compression. At this position of
the 15th time unit, there is a branch jump point that is m
called discontinuous pint, so the trace compressor can
record it and drop the other continuous parts. For example,
while program is running from 13 to 17 in time unit the
addresses generated by micropmessor will be 6 pieces of
I Address Tracing Technique
data that are 18, 20, 22, 27, 28 and 29, separately. If
recording the branch address, we only need to transfer 4
pieces of data that are 18, 22, 27 and 29, respectively. As
for run block whose time unit is from 17 to 24, the address
I
from 24 to 26 will be fetched repeatedly. This situation
comes from the principle of temporal locality Because
some rur~blocks will be executed repeatedly, we are able to
compress again those run blccks that were appearing
repeatedly. For example, at the position of time units from
Code
17 to 24, the addresses generated by microprocessor are
figure 1. Taxonomy of Address Tracing Technique
totally 8 pieces of data that are 24, 26, 24, 26,24, 26, 24,
26, respectively. After encoded, they become 3 pieces of
data that are 24, 26,4, separately. These encoded lists can
represent that the run blocks composed of 24 and 26 and
were repeated for 4 times. Therefore, the counts of data
3. Principle and Architecture of RTATC
prepared to transmit will be reduced substantially. Due to
3.1 Fundamental Principle of RTATC
the distance ofbranch jump address having two types that
are far distance and near one, the branch instruction jumped
Real-Time Address Trace Compressor is to exploit the
to near address should be able to be compressed further.
basic characteristic of computer architecture to cany out
compression. This characteristic is namely locality principle
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Progm

3.2 Compression Procedures of RTATC
For achieving the effect of high compression ratio, this
paper will divide the trace compressor into three phases to
perform real-time address compression. At frst, the address
data generated from address bus of microprocessor will he
sent to non-sequential FC filtering phase to reserve the nonsequential portions. Then, pass to PC pattem reduction
phase to eliminate the needless pats from address pattem
by means of the similarity of address pattem At last, to use
the lossless compressor perform M e r compression. The
primary function of this program flow compressor is
focused on offering the real-time compression on the
address information generated from microprocessor. The
primary aim to utilize these compression phases is to reduce
the transmission bandwidth. We will give more descriptions
on each compression phase in the below subsections to see
whether
this
design
is
really
work.
3.11 Non-Sequential PC Filtering Phase

In this phase, the primary manner is to record the nonsequential jumping address only. In virtual of the computer

program usually having the property of spatial locality,
each adjacent address pattem often is increased by a
sequential offset Hence, we can choose to only record the
adjacent address pattem increased by a non-sequential
offset, also called branch jump address, so as to eliminate
the most address information. There are two kinds of
approaches been able to satisfy this demand. One is directly
to observe the instruction code and to determine whether or
not the instruction is branch jump instruction. The other is
to perform simple subtraction calculation via the offset of
adjacent address. If offset of address is increased by a nonsequential incremenf it represent that a branch jump is
occurred. In the below, we will get more descriptions to
these two methods.

we have to setup an instruction decoder to recognize the
branch jump instructions from the instruction bus of target
microprocessor. The branch jump instruction is composed
of both direct branch and indirect branch. The next jumping
address of direct branch instruction was recorded at its
instruction code. However, the jumping address of indirect
branch instruction cannot be realized from its instruction
code. The real next jumping address only can be obtained
whle microprocessor has performed to this instruction. We
take instruction set of ARM7TDMI [ I l l for illustration.
The mnemonic code called B is a direct branch instruction.
Hence, for a simple code statement, B 8000h, we can map it
to a micro operatio% which is PC t 8000h. To observe
this micro operation, we can know that the next jumping
address is directly recorded at the instruction code. Instead,
the mnemonic code called LDR may be an indirect branch
instruction. For instance, the following is a code segment of
ARM7TDMI assembly code. The left statements are some
instructions ready for execution, and the right ones are the
micro operationsof these instructions.
ADDRl,RZ,R3 ; R I t R Z + R 3
STR R1, LABEL ; M [LABEL] t RI

LDR F’C, LABEL ;PC

M [LABEL]

From these micro operations, we can know that the
next address, after performed the LDR statement, comes
from the sum of R2 and R3.However, thisjumping address
m o t be realized from the instruction code of LDR until
the microprocessor has performed to LDR instruction
completely. We call this kind of instnction “indirect
branch”. Hence, for indirect branch instruction, if
decompression system cannot simulate the intemal
operations of microprocessor accurately, the decompression
system cannot get the next jumping address while
decompression. Accordingly, A i l e performed compressioa
we have to keep track of both indirect branch instruction
and next address so that the decompression system can get
the correct next jumping address for restoring the original
address trace mformation. For direct branch instruction, the
next jumping address has been recorded in its instruction
code, so we can get the next jumping address from the
instruction code itself without recording the next jumping
address *le compression.
Method 2. Offset Detection Approacd

bethod 1. Instruction Decoding Approacd
This method is to directly observe whether the
instruction is branch jump instruction. To adopt this method,

In this method, we want this hardware to have reusable
ability, so the compression procedure has to he irrelevant to
instruction set architecture of any specific microprocessor.
The basic reusable architecture is s h o w in figure 3. For
owning the reusable ability, we have to adopt essential
strategies to achieve this effect. At frst, in this design,
whether the current instruction is direct branch or indirect
branch, this phase will select two kinds of address to he
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recorded. One is the branch jump address, and the other is
the next address of t h ~ sbranch jump address. Besides, the
current offset prepared to he sent into comparator is
obtained from a subtractor rather than to look up the decode
value from each instruction code. Also, the sequential offset
register also can be set from outside regarding
characteristics of various microprocessors.

Filtering Phase

We will choose a suitable trace compression strategy
for our design from the evaluating result of the above two
kmds of methods. We find that the fust method could get
the higher compression rate, hut its disadvantage is that this
method has to design its hardware according to architecture
of various microprocessors. Although the disadvantage of
the second method is its lower compression ratio, it has the
reusable characteristic instead. Here, we take the reusable
ability as the fmt consideration to meet the advantage of
FPGA prototyping system, so we choose the second
method to be our compression strategy during nonsequential PC filtering phase. It deserves to he mentioned
that this phase was often appeared in the design of Current
existing systems.

compression regarding basic characteristics of address
pattem and to observe which portion being able to he
eliminated. The higher part between two adjacent address
patterns is almost similar. Hence, if we can make the
similarity between the current address and the previous
address to he eliminated, the compression ratio may be
rising dramatically. For example, there are two adjacent
address patterns that are 0000255DXh and OOOZSSECh,
respectively. The higher part of these two address patterns,
OOOZSSh, is redundancy. Thus, while completing the
transmission of the former address, 000255DXh, we next
just transfer this data, ECh. The original idea is to segment
the address pattem to several equal-size slices, as shown in
figure 4. Besides, for recognized whether these slices
belong to the identical address, we have to apply the
information of connection bit in this slice pattem. In other
words, if most significant bit (MSB) of slice is logic 1, it
represent that the current slice and the upcoming next slice
belongs to the same address pattem.
If some slices between the adjacent addresses are the
same, we can drop them and only transfer the slice with
different bit streams to achieve the compression effect. The
compression example is shown in table 1. The leflest part is
two address trace pattems with 8 bits in address width The
middle part is the process to segment address pattem and
eliminate the redundant parts. The pattem is becoming to
four sets of slices in this case. In the most right of example
in.table 1, to remove the redundant address pattem we
indeed can make the compression ratio rise. Due to the
limitation of real-time property, the number of address
patterns to be sliced has to follow the rule of theorem 1

Theorem 1. For a microprocessor with number ofpipeline
being equal to n, i/ branch occws and the number of
instructions to be flushed is m, the maximum number of
address panems to be sliced during PC Panem
Reduction Phase will be m + 1, where n and m we
belong to natural number and m is less than n.
16'w1~1010010~0010011

3.2.2 P C Pattern Reduction Phase

Cnnnecbon Bit

During FC Pattem Reduction phase, we want to
perform the compression according to the address pattem

characteristic and to observe whether there arc any
redundant parts been able to he eliminated during this phase.
We have investigated two kinds of methods. One is to
eliminate the similar part between last address and current
address. The other is to obtain the differential value
between last address and cment address. We will get more
descriptions to these approaches in the following.

During PC pattem reduction phase, we want to perform

Process Unit
U

Figure 4. Segmentation of Address Pattem

Tablel. Example of Segmentation
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Method 2. Differential Approacd
The other method is to obtain the differential value
between the last address and current address. Owing to two
addresses b e i i very close, the differential value between
them is not very large. Hence, to transfer differential value
will have better efficiency than to transfer the overall
address paltem. In other words, this method can also raise
the overall compression rate as slicing approach.

To evaluate the above two kinds of approaches, we
can find that the compression rate of those two kinds
method are both very similar. However, the advantage of
h s frst method to eliminate the similar part of address
pallem is able to save the output bus width. Because the bus
widths of embedded microprocessor become larger and
larger, this is a very serious overhead to integrated circuits.
By ulilizii the frsl method, we can solve this problem.
The disadvantage of the frst method is that it requires
building trace buffer inside. This problem is arising that the
slices become lot after segmentation, but some slices cannot
be transferred at this clock. Hence, slicing approach
requires an intemal FIFO to store these slices for temporal
storage. Although the second method doesn't need to build
trace buffer inside, how to eliminate the overall output bus
width will become a difficult problem. Therefore, we will
adopt the first method here for the compression strategy
during FC Pattem Reduction Phase.
3.2.3 Data Compression Phase
The last phase is to use the famous lossless data
compressor for address trace compression. According to the
characteristics of address trace compression, the selection
principles of the lossless data compression are as following:
Owing to the processing target been the real-time
transmission bus, if the operation time of data compressor
is so long that the overall execution time of program is
extended, t h ~ sis against our design requirement of real-time
trace. Besides, the real-time trace compressor was
implemented in hardware chip. If the area of compressor is
too large, it will cause the fabrication cost rising to make
the address trace compression been not able to apply in real
design. The principle of this phase comes from the fact that
there are the many loop statements in program, and the
execution of these loops will form many repeatedly nosequential address patlem after the above two compression
phases. This situation is called thc principle of temporal
locality. For these addresses that occurred repeatedly, they
have quite potential to make more compression furlher.
Hence, we have to choose a suitable lossless compressor to
utilize the Compression of current phase according to the
above basic requirement. For these existed lossless data

compressors, Lempel-Ziv Compressor was the most
suitable compressor for the above selection principles.
Because the time complexity of Lempel-Ziv Compressor to
perform compression is O(n) [13], it can obtain the
effective compression rate near 1:lO left to the repeatedly
sub-strings. Besides, there is one more important
characteristic. This is that it can be implemented lo
hardware easily, and remain the cost effective in hardware
area.
Hence, we intend using Lempel-Ziv compressor to
perform lossless data compression. First of all, we describe
the fundamental operation of Lempel-Ziv compressor. As
shown in figure 5 , the right side in this diagram is the
source window, and the left side is the slidmg dictionay.
The source window is used to illustrate how the word
entered into compressor one by one. The leftest of source
window is a word being about to enter into compressor. We
use the gray block to express it, and call it candidate word.
The word at right side of candidate word will enter into
gray block to become the next candidate word at next clock.
This slidmg dictionaq is composed of several serial-in
serial-out registers. These slllfting registers will move one
by one from right to left at each clock. Each register will
include an additional tag bit lo record whether the content
of word in thm register is the same as the candidate word. If
being equal, h s tag bit will be set to logic 1. In h s figure,
we express this concept to gray block in the sliding
dictionary. If being different, we will set this tag bit to logic
0. While compressor cannot fmd any word that is the same
as candidate word, LZ compressor will drive the output
logic to generate a codeword, and clear all tag bits in these
shifting registers in the same time. This candidate word will
be trarisferred to output logic to generate the encoded
codeword that is C=(Cp, CI, Cn). The encoded codeword is
composed of three parameters. From left to right are Cp, CI
and Cq respectively. Cp indicates that the successful
matching word in sliding dictionary is located at which
position before outpulled codeword. Cl is word number of
successful matching. Cn is candidate word that fails to
match at last clock.
Sidng M r y
0123456789A0CDEF

Time

SaVreWnjU

Mh7?2

~ / e l t / y e / d / b / e l e U e l a l r R e Il l l $ e l t 1 a (blellJslY

For understanding this operatior, procedure more
clearly, we use figure 5 to explain it. At first, the left side of
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sliding dictionary will tills with 16 symbols, which are
"betbedheebearhe". At source window, there are 9 symbols
which are "beta bets" preparing to enter into sliding
dictionay from right to left. At beginning, the candidate
word in source window is 'b'. Hence, if the value of the
register in the sliding dictionary, which is 'b', its tag bit will
he set to logic 1 and it will be labeled as gray block in this
figure. At next clock, the register content of the sliding
dictionary and the source window wdl he moved to lett one
by one simultaneously. Again, the candidate word in source
window is 'e'. Hence, if the value of the register in the
sliding window, whch is 'e', its tag value will be set to
logic 1 and it will be labeled as gray block in the figure.
Once again, the candidate word in source window is 't'.
Hence, if the value of the register of sliding window, which
is 'Y, iB tag value will be set to logic 1 and it will be labeled
as gray block in the figure. At last, the candidate word of
next clock in sowce window is 'a', and cannot be found in
the slidimg dictionary. Hence, clear all the tag bit to zero
and output the encoding result. In the example, the
codeword will be (0, 3, a). This accounts for one fact that
the last successful m a t c m word is located at the position
zero in sliding dictionay and occupied for 3 time mits with
a last unmatched candidate word, named 'a'. In the same
way, the next output codeword wlll be @, 4, s). This
accounts for one fact that the last successful matching word
is located at the position b, and occupied for 4 time units
with a last unmatched candidate word, named 's'.

removable according to requirement. Each new added
phase is used to provide higher compression ratio. However,
tlus will also raise the hardware cost. Because our design is
full in compliance with the design spirit of silicon
intellectual property, the designer can be free to add or
delete each phase according to production development.

5. Verification Strategy To Reconfigurable
Ability
Through this P G A prototyping system, we can easily
verify whether this address trace compressor can work
properly in various configurable parameters. As s h o w in
figure 6, the microprocessor with address trace compressor
can be changed in various configurahle parameters. Besides,
instruction code of target microprocessor located at ROM
Emulator can be altered via download circuit of prototyping
board. In virtual of the address offset being different from
various operation modes, we can drag out th~soffset
register outside, and provide user with the ability to change
its value. Therefore, we can provide the reusable ability to
various microprocessors by changing the value of offset
register. After changed configurahle parameters, if tlus
address trace compressor still can perform the accurate
address trace and decompress this address trace record to
original address trace log via decompression program, we
can declare that this address flow compressor is
reconf gurable.

4. Reconfigurable Ability
On the reconfigurable ability, we can provide four

Cn

d is used to decide if the branch Jump is
curred. To various microprocessors, we
ust adjust this parameter and then the
r o m m flow comvressor is able to have
I;he;eusable ability:
IIndicate that the length of each slice during
phase 2, or length of the last unmatched
program now compressor

Cl

The position of successful matching words
in the dictionary at Each comparison
literation during phase3.
IIndicate that the word numbcr of
successful matching at each comparison
iteration during phase 3.

The real circuit diagram was shown in figure 7. Label

1 is a FPGA Chip, which is used to load our reconfigurable

Table 2. Contigurable Parameters

Othenvise, owing to this program flow compressor
adopting the multi-phases architecture, each phase can be

trace hardware. Label 2 is a LCD, which is used to display
the operation information. Label 4 is a Dipswitch which is
used to adjust the offset value. Label 5 is a reset button.
Label 6 is a keypad, wluch is used to change the operation
modes. At last, Label 7 is a ROM Emulator, which is used
to load address panems of various microprocessors,
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We use bus model to provide system verification
technician with an environment to update the peripheral
model on line. The compressed address information will he
transferred to system platform to perform decompression.

Eigure 7. The F'PGA demo system afrewmlipurable embedded
addtrace compressor

6. Experiments And Results
By the creation of simulation model, we not only can
get the compression ratio from various address compression
strategies, but also can get the feasible analysis to this
hardware. We exploit C+t language to consbuct this
simulation model, and employ ARM7TDMI [ l l ] for our
target microprccessorlmicrocontroller.

capacities are equal to 32 bits multiplied hy the total line
counts of traced tile. However, after the compression by FC
pattern reduction phase, it will divide the 32 bits'address
into t h e slices with equal sizes. Owing to widths of each
slice being 12 bits, the output address widths will also be
reduced from 32 bits to 12 bits. The overall address trace
sues are equal to 12 bits multiplied by the total line counts
of traced file afler FC pattern reduction phase. At last, the
compression rate of non-sequential pc filtering phase is
near 1 5 leA and the compression rate of pc pattern
reduction phase is near 1:IO left
This compression rate is not sufficient for current
address trace compression afler the above two phases. If the
traced data can save to the storage media with large enough
capacities, it can record a longer traced execution log. For
current embedded microprocessors, the address information
generated by microprocessor usually is very large. For
example, an embedded microprocessor working at
frequencies of 120 MHz and its address width is at 32 bits,
the output bandwidth of address trace will reach this value,
which is 120 32 / 8 = 480M ByteslSec. However, the
internal data transfer rate of current hard disk is between
3SM BytedSec and 4SM BytedSec. Hence, if we adopt the
compression strategies from the above two compression
phases to obtain the compression rate near 101 l e 9 its
output bandwidth, which is 480 / IO = 48M BytdSec, is
still higher than the internal transfer rate of current hard
disk. For the other embedded microprocessor such as ARM,
it can work at 200 MHz or higher This will result in this
fact that we cannot utdize the hard disk of large capacities
to store the address trace log. Hence, we still need the last
phase that is namely lossless compression for further
address trace compression.

Original ?race Data

Non-SequentialFC

Sequmtinl FC
Filtering %se
Comorpssion f at^
atlR'FC Patkm
Reduction Phase

I
I

32 bib *

I

I

.

32 bib *

.

1 256 colas B W )
I32 bib

L3 (25 bib)
cp:nib, ~ 1 6: bib, 25 bits * 136MS 25 bib * 233432
lhcS
Cn:12 bits
liner

72.21%

I

70.52%

I

I
86.94%

75.23%

84.98%

89.01%

L3 (27 bits)
27 bib * 17386 27 bib * 3883
Cp:8 bits, CI:7 bib
lina
line
Cn: 12 bits
Compression Rats
81.76%

Compression Rats
aflm L3 h 20 bib

98.53%

9367%

IWOOOO

25 bib * 6478
lina
27 bib * 4185
lina
99.49%
99.64%

M e r compression of the lossless data compression
phase, address trace compressor gets an excellent
compression ratio than before. Because we use LZCompressor during this phase, we have three parameters
been able to be adjusted. These three parameters are Cp, C1
and CQ respectively. As s h o w in tahle 4, we use two sets
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of parameters of LZ-compressor to perform compression.
The output widths of Phase3 from these two sets of
parameters are 25 bits and 27 bits, respectively. From this
table, we can know that the compression ratio of LZcompressor in 25 bits is less than the former two phases.
(Such as: Dhrystone). Hence, we tty to use the LZcompressor in 27 bits to perform compression. From this
table, we can know that the compression rate of LZcompressor in 27 bits is approximately to 1OO:l left
This is a very ideal compression rate to address trace
compression. The reason why the LZ-compressor has the
excellent compression ratio is that it can compress the
repeatedly sub-strings. These sub-strings were generated
from the temporal principle and this principle is not used in
the former two phases. Compared with related design in
table 5 , we found that RTATC that we proposed still has
better compression rate than other designs. The TDM (Time
Division Multiplexing) technique proposed by ARM ETM
is used to reduce the bus width to half by double clocking
rate rather than to compress address trace data. In table 6,
we show the synthesized result of RTATC (Real-Time
Address Trace Compressor) by using XILINX Virtex 800
and its output bandwidth is limited to 20 bits by the
configwable parameters from Lempel-Ziv compressor. The
maximum frequency of this design implemented in
XILINX Virtex 800 is at 42.159MHz. This frequency is
limited to the physical constraint of Virtex 800 chp.
Feahlrcs

Mpc555[Y]

Camponeit

ARMElu
[Y]

TriCare
OCDSI [Y]

Numbas

RTATC
(Ours)

Utilization

25%

469 out of9408
1 out of 4
25%
7333
Table 6. Doice utilization summary on

XILINX Virter8OO chip

7. Conclusion
To current in-circuit emulators, they usually have the
function of program trace. However, the trace depth is
rather limited. In general, the trace depth is at 2KB limited
to the size of trace memoly. Besides, they usually only

support the microcontroller working at very slow speed
(such as 12 MHz). In this address trace compressor, it not
only can provide the more trace logs to finite memory space,
but also can support the embedded microprocessor with
higher speed (such as 200 MHz). Besides, by utilizing
FFGA based prototyping system; this reconfigurable realtime address trace compressor can be used in various
microprocessors with suitable compression ratio in very fast
updated speed. Hence, it can provide the developer with the
reusable ability and abundant parameters to meet the fast
change in the market, and acheve the requirement of time
to maket.
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